Verapamil for treatment of Fetal Supraventricular Tachycardia
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Introduction
Fetal supraventricular tachycardia is a less talked phenomenon. It’s a less reported abnormality in fetus although 1-2% of the pregnancies seem to be affected with fetal arrhythmia. Diagnosis for the arrhythmia is relied on some basic factors seen in fetal echocardiography. Such arrhythmia may lead to mortality of fetus if untreated. Early detection and treatment help in improving the fetal outcome. Verapamil in suspected narrow complex tachycardia may be a good option in the treatment.

Case Report
This is a case of a 23 years old lady with 4th gravida presenting in 29 weeks of her pregnancy. The case was referred for fetal echo for fetus having tachycardia of 232bpm, moderate pericardial effusion and mild ascites. The fetus underwent fetal echocardiography. It showed situs solitus, levocardia, normal cardiac angle, normal 4 chamber view, 3 vessel view and normal flow direction in left sided aortic arch. Hydrops fetalis was present. The fetus heart rate was found to be 231bpm. In echocardiography, M-mode was placed through atrium and ventricle simultaneously. It showed same rate for both the chambers denoting it to be supraventricular tachycardia (Fig no. 1). The findings ruled out possibility of atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter with differential conduction. We were left with possible diagnosis of AVNRT, AVRT, Atrial tachycardia.

The parents were counselled for the poor prognosis of the child as the fetus had developed hydrops fetalis as mortality of one third was observed in fetus developing hydrops fetalis. They were given option for trial of therapeutics in mother to hope for recovery of the fetus. The mother underwent echocardiography to rule out possible maternal heart disease. She also underwent 12 lead ECG to rule out contraindication for verapamil like atrial fibrillation and WPW syndrome. She was first given trial of metoprolol succinate 50 mg and the fetus was observed during 2 weeks period. There was little or no response in the fetal heart rate or pericardial effusion. The mother was counselled for oral verapamil considering the tachycardia being AV nodal dependent tachycardia. She was prescribed 120mg verapamil once daily. Mother was observed for any bradycardia or heart failure. The fetus was observed over 4 weeks. She was continuously called every week by her radiologist to look for heart rate and her gynecologist for maternal wellbeing. In two weeks’, the heart rate came down to 139bpm. Five chamber view in echocardiography showing both mitral inflow and aortic outflow was taken. Pulse wave doppler was placed at interphase of mitral inflow and aortic outflow region. It showed both E wave and A wave spectral doppler in mitral inflow area which was followed by aortic spectral doppler denoting sinus rhythm. Ejection fraction was estimated to be 60% (Fig no. 2). Pericardial effusion and ascites settled down. The fetus underwent normal delivery. After delivery the neonate underwent ECG showing normal sinus rhythm. The neonate underwent echocardiography showing structurally normal heart with left ventricular ejection fraction of 65%. Parents were made aware of possible SVT in the neonate upcoming life as in one of the studies it was found that half of the fetus had SVT in neonatal life.
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Fetal arrhythmia is reported to affect 1-2% of pregnancies. Besides digoxin not many drugs have been tried in treating such cases. After confirming 1:1 conduction between atrium and ventricle, no structural heart disease of fetus and normal echocardiography and ECG of mother, verapamil was given in the treatment of fetal supraventricular tachycardia. The drug crossed placenta to revert fetus SVT to sinus rhythm without harming mother. The treatment helped fetus against possible complications.
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Discussion

Fetal arrhythmia has to be diagnosed on basis of echocardiography. Proper correlation between rate of atrium and ventricle, regularity in rhythm helps in making diagnosis for the type of arrhythmia. In four chamber view M-mode of echocardiogram is taken through atrium and ventricle. The same rate of atrium and ventricle makes the diagnosis of SVT with 1:1 conduction between atrium and ventricle.6 To confirm sinus rhythm, spectral doppler in 5 chamber view is taken placing cursor in the interphase of mitral inflow and aortic outflow. Presence of both E wave and A wave of mitral inflow confirms sinus rhythm and following one aortic outflow spectral doppler confirms 1:1 conduction between atrium and ventricle. Bradycardia with higher rate of atrium as compared to ventricle with bradycardia denotes heart block of 2nd and 3rd degree. Tachycardia with higher rate of atrium as compared to ventricle denotes atrial flutter with fixed conduction if regular and atrial fibrillation if irregular or atrial flutter with variable conduction. If the ventricle rate is higher as compared to atrium, ventricular rhythm is suspected. Having close observation towards mother health various therapeutics options maybe tried considering the possible diagnosis of the child arrhythmia. Fetal supraventricular tachycardia has been treated with digoxin.6,7 There are other anti-arrhythmic drugs tried too for the treatment of SVT like sotalol and amiodarone.8,9 Because of non-availability of digoxin, choice of verapamil was given to the mother. As per the echocardiography evaluation, diagnosis of AVNRT or AVRT was made. In case of adult, verapamil is treatment of choice for AVRT and AVNRT to maintain patient in sinus rhythm. As verapamil readily crosses the placenta and this aspect was used to treat SVT.5

Conclusion

Fetal echocardiography can meticulously detect fetal supraventricular tachycardia. M-mode and spectral doppler can help getting defined the type of SVT. Verapamil after screening mother’s heart can be used in treatment in suspected SVT other than atrial fibrillation and atrial flutter.
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